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Abstract
Digital services can represent an important channel for granting access to knowledge, education, and
work. Expecially to the citizens living with disabilities. However, as of now, the Web is conceived
essentially for visual fruition and is inadequate for all those users living with permanent or situational
impairments. Conversational AI is emerging as a technology apt for the development of inclusive and
accessible applications, but there is still a lack of guidance specific to the design of inclusive Conversational
AI systems. This research proposes to identify guidelines, interaction patterns, and enabling technology
for a new paradigm for accessible conversational web browsing.
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1. Introduction

Digital inclusion is a primary right for all citizens. Digital services, in fact, can represent
an important channel for granting access to knowledge, education, and work. Thus, the
development of accessible digital services, will become essential to guarantee the inclusion, and
right to access information to every member of society, most notably to citizens with disabilities.
However, right now, the Web is conceived for visual fruition and is inadequate for those living
with permanent or with situational impairments. Despite providing a level of support, assistive
technologies, such as screen readers, cannot always grant proper assistance because of the still
limited compliance of websites to accessibility guidelines.

Conversational AI (CAI) is emerging as a technology for inclusive interaction with digital
services, as it can provide an interaction paradigm that is independent of the visual channel.
Still, there is a lack of widely accepted guidelines, methodology, and development platforms to
guide developers and designers in delivering effective conversational interfaces that are also
fully accessible to disabled users. Recent work explores ways to leverage CAI to augment the
web. ConWeb[1] is a platform offering a browser extension that enables users to browse the
web through voice interaction. The ConWeb browsing paradigm was developed with Blind and
Visually Impaired (BVI) users to define interaction patterns specific to their needs.

In this context, my research will investigate how CAI can improve the accessibility of digital
services. It will address this research question: which are the guidelines, interaction patterns,
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enabling technologies needed for a new paradigm for conversational web browsing? The resulting
methodological and technological framework will support the design of websites that can be
accessed through Natural Language interaction.

2. Related Works

Conversational user interfaces (CUI) are a broad class of interfaces that often refer to chatbots
and voice user interfaces (VUI). The interaction is generally a two-way dialogue between
humans and machines. Alexa, Siri, Microsoft Cortana, and Google Assistants are examples of
voice-enabled intelligent assistants with which users can interact to perform daily tasks.

In the context of web navigation, non-visual navigation methods have already been explored
in the HCI literature through different approaches, such as web augmentation or end-user
programming[2, 3, 4]. Other approaches to make the Web more accessible to BVI users include
segmentation: Borodin et al. [5] introduce a multi-modal browser that leverages segmentation
techniques to propose to users only the relevant parts of a webpage. Cambre et al., instead,
proposed Firefox Voice[6], a browser assistant that enabled users to perform tasks on the browser
through voice interaction. Through voice commands, it could perform both tasks at the webpage
level and that of the browser application. Ripa et al.[4] present an end-user development
environment approach that leverages semantic annotation to divide the page into relevant
content blocks and generate voice assistants. Others propose the idea of a Conversational
Web. ConWeb[1] is a browser extension that acts as a middleware between the Web client and
Web servers. The page is parsed and used to generate the dialogue necessary to answer users’
requests. It uses an NLP pipeline and a headless browser to extract user intents and entities and
transform the requests into actions on the webpage respectively. However, this solution still
has some limitations as the actions are limited only to reading text and link navigation. Indeed
these methods, while they provide new technical solutions for non-visual navigation, do not
provide practitioners with generalised development for a Web that is conversational by design.

In HCI research, guidelines help address critical factors for the development of new design
solutions, such as accessibility or usability. With the increasing popularity of conversational
interfaces (CUI), it also emerged the need for specific guidelines aimed at helping their design.
Nielsen heuristics[7] have been applied to CUI[8, 9]. Still, both industry and academic HCI
are researching ways to codify design knowledge regarding CUI, in the form of heuristics,
best practices and so on. For example, Murad et al.[10], starting from an analysis of Nielsen,
Norman[11] and Shneiderman[12] guidelines, adds a set of principles specifically for VUI to
ensure transparency and taking context into account. Microsoft[13], IBM[14], and Google have
also published guidelines for the design of voice assistants. However, concerns have been raised
regarding their validity for BVI users[15].

BVI users have been found to perceive commercial voice assistants as verbose and not very
helpful. To address these issues, Branham et al. [16] discusses design implications to make
voice assistants more accessible. They advocate for more personalization, both in the sense
of customizable voice commands and customizable interaction preferences, to modify the
length of turns during a conversation or speech speed. Corbett et al. [17], instead, provides
a case study to highlight navigation challenges and define two design principles to increase
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discoverability and learnability by contextualised help and training. Lastly, Pucci et al. [18]
propose a set of interaction patterns specifically researched for BVI users when interacting
with Web conversational agents. The proposed paradigm presents the webpage to users in
a tree-like model that goes beyond the sequential reading provided by screen readers, also
offering summarization and skimming patterns.

Despite all these efforts, guidelines for CUI that consider accessibility principles are still sparse
and may consider only some interaction aspects. Furthermore, practitioners share different
views regarding the need for generally shared guidelines for CUI, as it is a field that is still
evolving and may be subject to changes, still[19]. Thus, consensus and general adoption of such
guidelines are yet to be achieved.

3. Contribution and Future Work

In the first months of my Ph.D., I started analyzing card toolkits and guidelines available in the
academic context and the industry. Card-based design tools indeed support the translation of
theoretical research findings into design practices. They can be used to communicate methods,
frameworks, or theories. The analysis aimed at surveying the toolkits for CUI design, to
understand what are the reference principles currently followed by designers and developers.
Furthermore, by this analysis, I aimed to understand which toolkits currently guide the design
of inclusive conversational AI and how. To retrieve the toolkits relevant to inclusive design
and CAI, a Google search and a query on Google Scholar were performed with the keywords:
“inclusive cards”, “conversational AI cards”, and “responsible AI cards”.

Through the search queries, ten decks of cards were identified. Cards not containing guide-
lines relevant to CAI were excluded, leaving seven toolkits. The retrieved cards were mapped
across their domain, content, and ideal moment of use, as shown in Table 1. By “domain” it is
intended the field they were designed for, whether Inclusivity or AI. “Content” indicates the type
of information codified in the cards. Examples are problem statements to elicit ideas, methods
to suggest possible approaches, technologies to be used, or insights providing inspiration on a
particular domain or problem. Lastly the “ideal moment of use” indicates in which phase of the
design process it is best to employ the toolkit. The phases considered were: research, ideation,
prototyping, development, and evaluation.

Table 1
Card-based toolkits and guidelines available for inclusive design and AI

Name Domain Content Moment of Use

Cards for Humanity[20] Inclusivity Problems and insights Ideation
Inclusive Design Cards[21] Inclusivity Methods Development
Inclusive Design Works[22] Inclusivity Human insights Ideation
Inclusive Activity Cards[23] Inclusivity Methods Research, Ideation, Prototyping

AI Ideation Cards[24] AI Problems and methods Ideation
Responsible Bots[25] AI Methods Development

Human-AI Interaction[26] AI Methods Development
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From the analysed sample, only three toolkits propose insights specific to AI: the AI Ideation
Cards[24], Responsible Bots[25], and the Human-AI Interaction guidelines[26]. The AI Ideation
Cards[24] provide scenarios and possible methods useful when designing digital products that
leverage AI. They cover a broad range of tasks that can be supported by AI, and also, more
specifically, by CAI, but they do not prioritize inclusivity in their definitions. This deck provides
different application scenarios for CAI and lists some relevant issues to consider when designing
an application based on CAI, such as privacy and inclusivity. However, since it supports only
the ideation phase, it lacks concrete guidelines for the development of CAI applications.

Responsible Bots[25], proposed by Microsoft, instead, addresses the prototyping and devel-
opment phases. It presents a set of guidelines specific to the development of conversational
agents that are transparent and reliable. It also addresses inclusive design practices by referring
to the Inclusive Activities Cards[23], also by Microsoft.

Lastly, the Human-AI Interaction guidelines[26] provide general principles for responsible
AI-based interactive systems. The guidelines were defined through a four-step process that
used heuristic evaluations to validate the guidelines. The Human-AI Interaction guidelines cover
all moments of interaction between humans and machines. Since they are conceived as general,
while the guidelines are also valid for CAI applications, they do not provide principles specific
to conversational interaction.

The toolkits related to inclusivity[22, 21, 20, 23], instead, provide insights mostly useful for
the ideation stage. The provided design knowledge is meant to be a starting point to reflect
on problems faced by users with disabilities. Only Microsoft Inclusivity cards[23] cover also
other design phases, spanning from research, to ideation, to prototiping. This toolkit provides
principles for usability, error prevention, feedback on system status, and so on.

From the toolkits’ analysis, it emerged that a methodological framework for the development
of inclusive Conversational AI applications is still lacking. In the AI domain, only the Responsible
bot toolkit addresses the topic of inclusivity, but just by referring to an external set of guidelines.
In the inclusive design domain, instead, with the exception of the Microsoft Inclusivity cards, the
toolkits seem to focus more on providing inspirational content to start the ideation phase, than
practical design guidelines.

Secondly, if we specifically consider guidelines for CAI, the conducted analysis highlights
that the available CAI guidelines focus on how to present the conversational agent to users, for
example giving guidelines regarding the tone of voice, how to be transparent about what the
bot can do, or recover from a failed interaction. However, how to structure complex interactions
with web pages is still not fully addressed in the literature. Thus, starting from the patterns
identified by Pucci et. al [18], my research will aim at expanding the current methodological
framework for CAI to define a new methodological and technological framework to drive the
development of CAI that are inclusive by design and can serve the fruition of web content
through voice interaction.

To achieve these objectives, my research will also focus on expanding user-centred methods,
such as the User Centred Design (UCD) sprint [27], to include in ideation and testing phases
principles specific to inclusive design and CAI. The UCD sprint offers a methodology to develop
new technology with a human-centred approach. The methodology is structured in three phases,
Discovery, Design and Reality check, that are meant to guide the participants in understanding
users and their needs. Currently, it does not include considerations specific for the design of AI
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technologies, nor for technologies catered to marginalised groups.
The methodological framework will be tested and validated in partnership with the Munici-

pality of Milan, to assess the validity of current CAI design guidelines and toolkits discussed in
this work and to identify extensions in the directions discussed in this paper. Using the Munici-
pality’s web resources as a case study, I will investigate the limits of current AI and inclusivity
guidelines, and how to expand them to support the development of accessible conversational
services. The aim will be to define guidelines for a methodological framework guiding the
design of CAI solutions addressing inclusivity.

Lastly, as a relevant aspect, this research will also explore technical solutions, from End-
User Development paradigms and platforms to the automatic generation of code, to support
developers in implementing websites that “by design” can also be equipped with a conversational
channel. Specifically, given the focus of my research on inclusive Web resources for the Public
Administration, a possible solution that will be evaluated will consist in the expansion of theWeb
development kit proposed by the Designers Italia initiative[28]. The kit provides developers with
design guidelines and ready-to-use Web components to develop consistent Web applications
for the Public Administration. Future work will explore the feasibility of expanding this kit
through semantic tagging and related Web browser extensions for generating a dialogue system
for conversational Web browsing.
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